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Abstract:  

Recent neural sensing and imaging technologies have allowed the exploration of the brain at the 

molecular-cell-biological level for the understanding of the mechanisms of mentation and brain 

diseases. Group cellular events are associated with the global brain function and the local neuro-

physiological changes. Despite various advances, understanding and interfacing molecular and 

cellular events with neural network functions is still quite challenging. To address the challenge, 

large-scale recordings and imaging of neural activity are critically important. The integrative 

sensing and functional imaging can lead to radical advances in understanding brain function and 

will enable quantitative mathematical modeling and analysis of neural systems. This presentation 

introduces neurochemical and electrophysiological sensing in molecular and cellular levels of 

dynamic neural activity using nanotechnology. This presentation also discusses fast neural 

imaging technology using electrical impedance tomography to illustrate functional neuronal 

networks in the mesoscale level of cell populations, especially in deep brain structures. 
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